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Abstract: Within vivacious international relations, human rights dictums developed whilst racing to advance
offensive and defensive capacities. Lately, artificial intelligence (AI) systems have been utilized in the
spectrum of these advancements. This has led to a new form of arms race and human rights abuses whilst
resisting any attempt to conclude a binding regulation in developing or using AI technology, and although AI
has been a frontline issue in many disciplines from various angles, it nonetheless has not been as much in
the legal profession, and specifically in international law.

The unprecedented AI technology changes, despite the many advantages, alarms the need to continuously
explore its impact within various aspects of international law. The absence of a conclusive international
threshold for AI development and use might cause hindering international relations if international law
orthodoxies in humanitarian law and human rights become improperly effected. Accordingly, this paper
examines whether there is a need to develop the existing international legal order, whether directly or
indirectly, and suggest establishing an IGO entity with a mandate to reshape rules and embedded values in
the face of a rapid AI technological advancement.
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1. Introduction

In 2017, Russian President Vladimir Putin described Ar-
tificial Intelligence (AI) as “the future not only for Russia,
but for all humankind”, but also projected the threats of AI
and that “whoever becomes the leader in this sphere will
become the ruler of the world [1].” The diversity of state’
interests constrained public international law from properly
interacting with this issue. With the slow motion of interna-
tional law, given its slow decision-making and norm-creation
processes, regulating AI does not seem to have caught up
[2]. On the contrary, scholars diffused discussion examining
how new technology can be disruptive (see for example: [3]

and [4]), envisaging particular policy changes or regulatory
challenges to mitigate AI risks (see for example: [5] and
[6]) and much concentration was paid to the issue of using
prospective military AI systems in particular (see for exam-
ple: [7] and [8]). More recently, AI ethics and guidelines
were involved, and began to explore possible avenues or
arrangements by which international law might effectively
govern the challenges posed by AI systems (see: [9]).

The scope of effect AI can have on specific domains of
international Law still needs continuous attention (see simi-
lar in this regard: [10] and [11]). For instance, in 2018, the
UN Secretary General Published its ‘Strategy on New Tech-
nologies’ aiming to define how the United Nations system
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shall support using new technologies (artificial intelligence,
biotechnology, blockchain, and robotics) in achieving its
2030 Sustainable Development Agenda [12]. It was then
hoped that the report facilitates the alignment of these new
technologies with certain values enshrined in the UN Char-
ter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UNDHR),
and the norms and standards of international law. This
strategy, however, was not an end itself, and only designed
to contribute to broader efforts to reform the UN to deliver
the UN Charter commitments in the 21st century.

Hence, this paper explores developments in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) in relation to specific domains of interna-
tional law, particularly human rights and humanitarian law
during armed conflicts, as well as the extent to which inter-
national law and the deployment of AI interplay may lead
states’ decisions, and interaction of stakeholders within
states (governmental or private) that use AI in various are-
nas.

As such, we ought to start with defining AI and merits of
AI, and then explore the substantive rules of international
legal system in as much as whether they correctly interacts
with AI deployments, and then explore how states should
adjust international law to home new facts and scenarios
posed by AI. In short, this paper assesses the general gaps
existing in international law and attempts to path the way
ahead where possible.

2. Ontology and Merits of AI

To understand the correlation between AI and international
law, one should first clarify the concept of AI and its funda-
mental characteristics. Whilst merits of AI are undeniable
in social studies, a clear definition from legal parameters
remains problematic.

2.1. Definition of AI

There seems to be a difficulty in setting a clear concept for
AI or applicable legal parameters. No internationally agreed
legal definitions exists for AI [13]. This hinders any potential
international elaboration since states oblivious of the scope
of commitment shall always be rooted to the absence of
clear definition of the subject matter. What known to states,
however, is merely a broad identification of elements that
provide preliminary guidance. For instance, some define
AI as: “technologies that enable machine ... automated
decision-making in robotics or software that can substi-
tute for tasks once performed exclusively by human action
and judgement” [14]. Others say that AI is “the capability
of a computer system to perform tasks that normally re-
quire human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech
recognition and decision-making” [15].

The concept of ‘autonomy’ seems to be a key factor to
AI for it simply enables independent action of a machine.
Autonomy itself is the “the ability of a system, platform or
software to complete a task without human intervention”
[16]. This suggests that AI is about replicating humans’

insight and reasoning in making a decision, and granting
certain independence to systems in modelling human intelli-
gence. AI refers to the simulation of human intelligence in a
machine programmed to think like humans. From a security
perspective, these may be fraught with challenges. A broad
consensus that AI impact on society is likely to increase
with potential huge benefits, but also with allowing AI tools
to provide their own product of AI. How to reap the benefits
of AI while avoiding potential pitfalls remains a vital concern
[17,18].

2.2. Advantages and Disadvantages of AI

Indeed, the advancement of AI in recent years is remark-
able. Scientists tirelessly worked on making intelligent ma-
chines able to function with speed and accuracy substituting
humans in specific tasks. An idea began by computer sci-
entist in the midst of the twentieth century (for a definition
of AI see: [19]). With the advance of technology, machines
are now able to calculate operation through embodied ar-
tificial intelligence, and is beneficial for different industries
performing complex tasks. One can draw comparison of
the impact of AI with past revolutionary findings such as fire,
electricity, and the internet [20].

The many advantages of AI expressed in its availability
whether be in mathematics; computer science; linguistics;
psychology; space science, etc. It has proved immensely
helpful specifically in reducing human error and taking risks
instead of human. For example, radiations caused by Cher-
nobyl nuclear power plant explosion in the Ukraine territory
could have much more controlled if AI-powered robots ex-
isted controlling the fire in early stages as human were
unable to enter the core. During COVID-19 pandemic,
technologies helped in leveraging predictive models of the
spread of the virus, and have immensely helped in keeping
the global public informed, and medical research advanced
(for a comprehensive details of advantages and disadvan-
tages see: [21]).

Interestingly, AI has certain advantages in the legal
periphery. States may now improve their ability to build
counter-arguments by merely scanning thousands of doc-
uments to help their position in negotiating treaties, adju-
dication processes, identify evidence of war crimes, and
even help in enforcing international law [22]. States may
simply deploy computerized text analysis to improve dispute
resolution more quickly and efficiently. Indeed, technology
advancement in communications and mobility have made
the negotiation and conclusion of treaties much faster, eas-
ier and more interactive by states and non-governmental
organizations. The flow of information produced a solid
ground for a democratized negotiation process to conclude
treaties. Therefore, AI potential in improving the lifestyle of
human is undoubted for it can attend to global challenges
such as those reflected in the United Nations 2030 Sustain-
able Development Goals [12].

Accordingly, putting aside the actual dynamics of inter-
national law that AI cannot change or effect, AI systems
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advantages for the international legal order, and interna-
tional relations, are not difficult to presume. AI tools are able
to predict emerging challenges and help us comprehend
evidence of state practice necessary for the creation of
customary international law. AI might even help producing
a smarter global governance in areas where international
interests are misshaped [23]. AI strengthens the implemen-
tation of international law, the maintenance of peace, and
resolving interstate conflict (for the effects of AI and inter-
national law see: [24]). It might even help in improving our
understanding of the problems such as the link between
regional climate change and civil conflict [25]. AI might
come handy in assisting proper international negotiations,
or even enabling direct citizen input in international relations’
debates.

Nevertheless, the other side of the coin suggests that
AI also has certain disadvantages. The high costs of AI
creation, its addictiveness and dependability that causes
loss of emotions and laziness amongst humans, the raise
of unemployment ratio, all suggests that we need to artic-
ulate specific laws and regulations for their creation and
deployment [26]. Self-automated vehicles developed so fast
that even cars, trains, and plans, can now operate transna-
tionally, suggests that a void exists in existing international
law and is insufficient to regulate these developments. Re-
grettably, negotiations in this respect have merely circled
around banning systems of automated lethal weapons and
no more [27]. Accordingly, how to reap the merits of AI
while avoiding potential hazards remains a vital concern.

With the presented cons and pros, current AI trustwor-
thy and governance frameworks and literature presented
political and societal issues relating to trusting AI in terms of
the institutions and organizations. Such attempts included
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
2021 [28], the U.S. Government Accountability Office [29],
and the ISO 24028 for the year 2020 [30]. All these instru-
ments argued that the discourses on AI must constitute
good data used to increase the wellbeing of society and
especially to increase the power of the most marginalized
and disenfranchised. These have offered recommendations
and remedies towards implementing ‘better’ approaches
towards AI based on continuous evaluation of AI as part of
the broader socio-technical systems in which AI is built and
deployed.

Yet, with these cons and pros in mind, this paper is
particularly related to the ramifications of AI on the Interna-
tional legal order that should be noticed in deploying these
endeavors.

3. Ramification on the International Legal Order

Although we currently possess limited AI technologies, and
regardless of their merits above, signs of their usage is
starting to shape the international balance of power. Signs
of a troublesome effect on the global order appear inevitable
if AI advancement does not adhere to a proper international
legal order. AI systems might even strengthen authoritarian

states, and signals erosion in the broader legitimacy and
regulatory capacity of international law [31]. AI technology
and production itself may prove resistant to international
law accommodation. The question rises as to the sort of im-
pact AI may have on the international legal order especially
with an absence of a clear consensus on its legal definition,
and whereas no agreed international agreement exist to
draw near the accelerating AI development. Hence, at the
outset, international law does not seems to be proactive
and have not so far produced particular measures for the
yet immature AI current and future uses [32].

3.1. Implications Related to Orthodoxies of Legal
Personality

Regrettably, at this stage, obvious politically contentious
challenges to international law regimes exist rendering reg-
ulatory oversight difficult on both national levels [6] and
treaty negotiation setups [33]. Implications touch upon or-
thodoxy rules in the law of armed conflicts and international
humanitarian law, human rights, sovereignty, intellectual
property law, civil litigation, company and tax law, and trade-
mark law, among others (see details in: [34] and [35]). Here,
we are to explore ramifications solely related to public in-
ternational law and specifically the issue of international
legal personality, the law of armed conflicts and human
rights hoping much more research will follow into other valid
concerns.

A compelling requirement for governance and legal and
regulatory coordination on a global level needed. Creating
new entities or introducing new technology no doubt needs
specific changes in the legal setup. AI induces new behav-
iors, incentives and values, directly or indirectly. Hence, AI
effects the global regime, which needs to be developed or
even substituted to keep proper order for healthy interna-
tional relations.

In 2001, Colin Picker envisaged serious effect of technol-
ogy on the international legal system [36]. He manifested
that innovations produced by technological advancement
have either created, modified or destructed international
law throughout history ([36], pp. 149 and 156). To him, the
very ideas of ‘sovereignty’ and ‘diplomatic relations’ were
reflections of many causes, and that the advancement of
agriculture by revolutionized technologies with States sens-
ing the need to advance controlled agricultural spaces was
just one cause ([36], p. 158). Similarly, the idea of ‘freedom
of high seas’ came as a result of navigation technologies
that projected the domination of naval forces over trade
routes ([36], pp. 160-163). Surely, the international legal
order as we see it today stemmed from the days when the
Permanent Court of International Justice and the UN sys-
tem was established in response to the bloodshed caused
by using advanced war machines and the smell of nuclear
weapons.

Some correctly see that the deployment of AI may gen-
erate, directly or indirectly, conflicts and tension worldwide
including, but not limited to, labor displacements, inequality,
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reinforced authoritarian states with powerful surveillance
tools, amongst others (generally see: [37]). Leading indus-
trial companies that use AI will inevitably have superiority
over others, and competitiveness diluted to the benefits
of wealthy and more powerful states [31]. Disruption may
even occur to the international balance between the classi-
cal actors in allowing indulgence of non-state actors to take
crucial part in future affairs merely for their AI capabilities
in collecting data, inflicting public opinion, preserving the
know how in extracting oil reserves, etc.).

In this sense, AI is not similar to the previous general-
purpose inventions (such as electricity) as suggested above.
AI uses, if not carefully tailored to the benefits of human kind,
and regulated as such, can cause international imbalance
[3]. For instance, States can now use facial recognition
software to record individuals’ pattern of life, with all the
possible implications on the international human rights stan-
dards and rules. There are significant ramifications of AI in
this respect coupled with no conclusive international court
decisions.

Moreover, to become a subject of law the subject must
obtain a legal personality. National laws determines specific
requirements to gain legal personality. Besides humans as
natural persons, economic ventures in the form of a com-
pany, may acquire legal personality if they satisfy the rules
set out by the state’s authority as the granter of such person-
ality. In international law, where there is no supranational
authority, the legal personality evolves around becoming a
subject of international law classically entertained by recog-
nized states. States have so far been the primary subjects
of international law, and have maintained their role as such
in shaping international law. States conclude treaties and
participate much in developing international customary law
through their practices.

Yet, states are not the only subjects of international
law. International organizations expansion too became sub-
jects of this law and possessed legal status. Moreover,
strong arguments emerged supporting a legal status for in-
dividuals as subjects of international specifically before the
international criminal court. Multinational companies and
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) do not possess
this legal personality yet. As of this moment, AI receive no
protection whatsoever as legal persons do and are no more
than objects that lack cognition or sentience and are used
by human.

Recognizing autotomized AI tools with a potential to ac-
tual personhood, or gaining the status of ‘being’, would sim-
ply be groundbreaking for all legal systems [38]. With this
in mind, legal uncertainty engulfs AI in relation to specific
concepts such as ‘attribution’, ‘control’ and ‘responsibility’
once AI tools are deployed causing injury to other persons
of international law. Granting ‘personhood’ to AI machinery
[39], simply means, if indorsed, that artificially intelligent
persons may much conquer major markets [40]. One funda-
mental issue to using AI technologies relates to the scope
of responsibility that can only ascertained if attribution of
illegal acts found to a legal person (see: [41]). Awarding

legal status to AI have many ramifications for the issue of
legal liability and criminal liability in particular. Without legal
personality, governments will have to decide to blame either
developers of AI or their owners and users [42].

In this respect, suggestions varied onto how to, if possi-
ble, grant AI some degree of personhood. Some articulated
that AI tools be treated as inanimate objects having legal
personality compared to other objects of special status in
international law such as rivers that entertain legal personal-
ity of their own relevant to the need to protect them as have
environmental activists longed and thrived for in safeguard
waterways as integral parts of the ecosystems. Others
related a limited personality of AI systems as companies,
while ultra vires acts need human authorization.

However, until now, most legal systems foresee AI tools
as no more than objects despite the prevalence of AI in
various fields of life. Any attempt for change needs spe-
cific modification of existing norms. This is still utopian at
this moment of life since AI has not yet reached its prime
‘evolution’ where one can determine its exact status and
characteristics to warrant similar treatment to that of hu-
mans (discussion of this is found in: [43]). In fact, the final
judgment of statehood and being subject of international
law stays within the ambit of the supremacy of international
law principles as embodies in treaties. This is due to the
significance of humanity interests over the national inter-
ests on one hand, and that any emerging personhood for
AI breach the relationship between the existing subjects of
international law and the very dictums of ‘sovereignty’ and
‘territoriality’.

Notwithstanding this, the Global Initiative on Ethics of
Autonomous and Intelligence Systems remarking peculiar-
ity to label a product responsible in the eyes of courts notes
this particular issue [44].

Here, fortunately, the various international courts con-
cluded sufficient precedent for resolving such issues relying
on the existing general treaties and customary international
law, and has plugged the gaps and provides sufficient con-
ceptual clarification even for AI involvement [45].

In such context, the international community should be-
gin to bear the global commons concerns in mind. In cre-
ating AI entities, attribution to a human or to a corporation
for daring to produce such tools is safer even if harm is not
causally connected to their initial programming. Technology
of this momentum should be regulated internationally and
not under the private sector’s prevailing ambition for quick
profit.

3.2. Ramifications within the Law of Armed Conflicts
(LOAC) and International Humanitarian Law (IHL)

LOAC is part of international law that regulates the resort
to armed force. It specifically deals with the conduct of hos-
tilities, and sheds appropriate protection for war victims in
both international and non-international armed conflict, as
well as belligerent occupation [46,47]. LOAC principle rules
were formed through treaties and customary international
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law, mandating that the use of military force to take account
of military necessity, humanity, proportionality, distinction,
and honor. New weapons must be pre-evaluated to ensure
they do not subdue these principles.

AI weapon systems certainly maximizes human’s lethal
capabilities. They are so as component of military network
that can accelerate the speed, application and management
of fire force [48]. So far, we have not witnessed a robot-
soldier carrying weapons with life and death decisions, but
improved machine possessing certain algorithms and high-
performance processors are constructed and may blend AI
as part of the kill chain providing decisive military advantage
without direct human intervention ([48] p. 18). Accordingly,
debate surfaced between supporters of banning AI weapons
altogether, and others calling for placing appropriate regula-
tion that comply with IHL and that commanders and opera-
tors should exercise reasonable levels of human judgment
over the use of AI force. NGOs, in their call for a swift ban,
argued that the decision of using force is unethical if made
by agents on behalf of humans (see: [49]).

The preliminary question that normally arises when the
question of armed attack raised is that of attribution. As-
signing responsibility is a necessary precondition to the use
of self-defense measures within the purpose of Article 51
of the UN Charter. Artificially intelligent weapons challenge
the traditional notions of responsibility and accountability,
especially when fully autonomous. The absence of a ‘legal
personality’ to AI weapons is problematic since for respon-
sibility to be triggered attribution to human beings must be
first satisfied [50]. The human role in independent machine
decision-making can vary from being ‘in the loop’ referring
to machines that require human intervention for its opera-
tion, or ‘on the loop’ system where human intervention is
provided only when needed, and an ‘out of the loop’ system
where no human intervention is required at all [51].

Noteworthy in this respect that international humanitar-
ian law applies to international actors who plan and execute
attacks [47], taking into account the four core principles (i.e.,
necessity, proportionality, discrimination, and humanity) on
the assumption that humans made decision and judgment
in military actions. Related obligations cannot be delegated
to machines and individuals stay responsible for complying
with International Humanitarian Law. To be noted here, fully
automated AI weapons strikes state responsibility as set
forth in Articles 5 to 11 of the 2001 Articles on Responsibil-
ity of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts that provide
general principles for determining state responsibility under
international law (see: [52]).

In fact, claiming remedy for injuries sustained because
of using AI weapon may still be brought forward just as any
compensation claimed concerning breaches of the law of
armed conflict. Victims of AI weapons can seek judicial
remedies under international criminal law (which provides
for individual responsibility of the perpetrator, the manufac-
turer, the programmer, or the commander, depending on
the merits of each case. Hence, concerns about ‘account-
ability’ is generally concluded in reference to individuals’

accountability and not to State responsibility. No problem
arises as long as a human can be held accountable for the
effects of AI autonomous weapons. Therefore, providing
guidance on the notion of ‘attribution’ and ‘accountability’
for using AI weapons might be sufficient.

Hence, it is argued that existing international law pro-
vides an appropriate legal framework in this respect. Per-
haps a matter of clarification needed as to how the existing
legal framework applies to new and evolving technologies.
States will always remain central to the development and
the application of international law, and should provide ap-
propriate and realistic assessment and baseline of using
AI weapons, by way of their daily practice, and as many
nations as possible. They should be prepared to produce
a mutual legal and firm understanding of the legal position
of the use of AI weapons. For instance, in early 2020, the
U.S. Secretary of Defense adopted five ethical pillars (re-
sponsible, equitable, traceable, reliable, and governable) in
deploying AI weapons and only in defense situations. As-
signed personnel must be responsible for the development,
deployment, and use of AI capabilities, and must exercise
appropriate levels of judgment and care [53].

Notable here, developing an explainable artificial intelli-
gence (XAI) has been put forward as a dramatic success in
machine learning leading to a torrent of AI applications, and
promising to reduce autonomous systems that will perceive,
learn, decide, and act on their own. Yet, the effectiveness
of these systems proved limited for machines is still unable
to explain their decisions and actions to human users. As
such an ‘Explainable AI (XAI) program’ aimed to create a
suite of machine learning techniques that are able to pro-
duce more explainable modules (predicting accuracy), and
enable human users to understand and effectively manage
emerging generation of artificial intelligent partners (see:
[54]). Besides Military use, there has been various discus-
sions on making AI machinery trustworthy, explainable, and
hence acceptable in specific sectors. These include the
Food-Energy-Water or healthcare, such as the discussion
presented by the European Union High-Level Expert Group
on Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG) [55] and the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) [56], in an attempt
to compare several approaches to make AI trustworthy, and
to show how far AI have come to trustworthy.

Whilst it is true that the lawfulness of a method or means
of warfare is debatable sometimes, subjecting AI weapons
to legal considerations is nevertheless possible, whether
that be in design, evolution or in the use of AI weapons.
A clear note was repeatedly passed, for instance by the
USA, stating that ‘although technology changes their com-
mitment to the law of war does not’, and that the killing chain
must comply with the international law of armed conflicts
[57]. This includes, of course, not causing suffering that is
manifestly disproportionate to the military advantage, and
that states must determine whether a weapon reasonably
controlled and used against a lawful target [58]. States that
are not party to the concluded Geneva conventions [58] to
conduct a legal review of new weapons and ensure their
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compatibility with applicable customary international legal
rules and the law of armed conflicts.

As a result, no implication of AI on LOAC and inter-
national humanitarian law is seriously apparent. Perhaps
new weapons may require revisiting existing laws to ensure
that considerations of humanity and military necessity are
observed, yet, the mere incorporation of AI as a weapon
system does not make the produced new weapon unlaw-
ful as such. So far, AI in itself is not prohibited, or even
restricted, by any specific rule of law or treaty.

3.3. Ramifications within the Law of Human Rights

Even when used with the best intentions, AI systems may
pose unique risks for human rights. For instance, a simple
human right to work, as indicated to in the Universal Decla-
ration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on
Economic [59], Social and Cultural Rights means that em-
ployment opportunities should be secured for citizens. Ad AI
systems may well surpass human beings in more and more
skills, the dependence on them might simply render many of
jobs obsolete with many people left unemployed [60].

Certain risks may arise unavoidably from using AI
though intended to serve a legitimate purpose. For in-
stance, as mentioned above, during COVID-19 pandemic
the world saw unprecedented technologies helping the con-
frontation of the virus’s spread by keeping the global public
informed, and pathed the way for the advancement of medi-
cal research, yet, as extremely powerful as they are, these
systems can generate analytical and predictive insights that
can outstrip human capabilities individuals or groups. The
‘black box’ nature of AI tools create challenges for trans-
parency and oversight.

Naturally, risks implicated by AI are addressed by cer-
tain fields of law such as data privacy and protection (see
for example: [61]), but fell short in areas such as ‘ethics’ and
‘governance’ of using AI and as yet anew. Therefore, states
produced ‘codes of ethics’ as guidance for the design and
deployment of AI systems. Many national and international
organizations, private corporations and NGOs published
principles that they believe should guide a responsible use
of AI [62]. Regrettable, these are not binding in nature and
cannot be deemed as internationally agreed principles.

As a result, in 2019, both the UN General Assembly and
UN Human Rights Council passed specific resolutions call-
ing for the application of international human rights law to AI
alongside other emerging digital technologies, warning that
“automated decision-making [technologies]... without proper
safeguards, may lead to decisions that have the potential
to affect the enjoyment of human rights” [63]. The ques-
tion raised here on how static principles of human rights
observed in a continuously and rapidly evolving AI setup,
and whether there is a need to develop certain accountabil-
ity measures to protect human rights tailored to using AI
technology.

This is so since what make AI systems as powerful as
they are poses adjacent risks for the balance of rights and

freedoms. The challenges posed by AI systems on human
rights include ‘obscurity’ as AI systems can preclude indi-
viduals from knowing whether their rights has been violated
in the first place, and accordingly never seek redress for
those violations [64,65]. This of course impedes effective
accountability for harms caused by AI systems that are ca-
pable of developing conclusions unforeseen even by the
humans who programmed or tasked them [12], and as a
result can have serious implications for the right to privacy
including location, friends, sexual preference, political af-
filiation... etc., and may jeopardize safety and security of
vulnerable individuals. These challenges are not merely
theoretical. Amongst many other issues, one can enumer-
ate many incidences of people being deprived of their right
to financial assistance due to systemic flaw of data, or inad-
equate human oversight over this flow, and consequently
lost housing and health assistance in the UK, Netherland,
Australia and the USA [66,67].

As such, placing a proper safeguard on AI tools is es-
sential whenever deployed to guarantee ethical results. An
overarching framework is ought to be in place to ensure
accountability whenever anything goes wrong [68]. A ‘stand-
alone’ commitment to respect human rights hardly suffices
ramifications of using AI on human rights. It cannot provide
no answer for who bears the cost of harm for AI tool un-
ethical use, or how to monitor violations or even determine
that a wrong has indeed occurred, or, finally, what proce-
dure to follow in seeking seek redress and enforcement of
reparation.

As a result, the UN Global Pulse and UN Human Rights
reflected a consensus that human rights should become a
cornerstone for an effective AI governance regime, keep-
ing the existing international human rights regime as the
baseline future framework. Unlike codes of ethics, these
international instruments have the benefit of being binding
on all states, avoids jurisdictional impediments, possess
readily established organizations and built-in accountability
and enforcement procedures, and an International Court of
Justice beginning to take a more substantive role in human
rights jurisprudence [69]. Moreover, the regional human
rights mechanisms play an obvious role in allowing individ-
uals to bring legal actions against perpetrators of human
rights violations [70].

Nevertheless, one drawback in these systems is that they
only bind States [71]. Private sectors (the real developers
of AI tools) might avoid accountability unless domestic laws,
and national jurisdiction, incorporate an international mini-
mum standard stemmed for the international human rights
treaties. In practice, this might fall short because most AI
technologies developers operate transnationally. Accordingly,
the responsibility of businesses to respect human rights have
been called upon by the UN Guiding Principles on Business
and Human Rights (UNGPs) in an attempt to conceptualize
there responsibility and carry out due diligence in identifying,
addressing and mitigating adverse impacts on human rights
whilst developing their products (see: [72]).
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4. Conclusion: Patching the International Legal
System and the Way Ahead

The above challenges show that piloting unproven AI tools
on vulnerable populations may potentially undermine cer-
tain aspects of international law and consequently interna-
tional relations. Human rights issue is particularly at the
forefront of these issues if the deployment of AI tools are
ill-suited in the hands of the less experienced nationally or
internationally.

So far, the issue of accountability for illegal acts per-
formed by AI systems has dominated serious debates. Reg-
ulating this issue is not easy since AI spheres of application
does not come in a single form. For instance, self-driving
cars are so different from automated weapons systems to
regulate.

Many States, international organizations, NGOs, and
think tanks, have formulated policies for AI paving a ground-
work for future international cooperation [73]. For instance,
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Devel-
opment (OECD) have flagged emphasis on AI responsi-
ble nature of development [74]. Regionally, the European
Union contemplated several initiatives [75]. The United
Nations created UNICRI (Centre for Artificial Intelligence
and Robotics) focusing on the advantages and opportu-
nities of emerging technologies [12]. The United Nations
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
formulated in November 2021 a global non-binding agree-
ment on the ethical aspects of AI in an endeavor to create
a common denominator regarding development [76].

However, to assess international law in playing a part
with the arrival of more developed technologies, we shall,
for now, overcome the issue whether AI granted person-
hood or have become a subject of international law, and
merely see into the reaction of the international legal order
to AI and for the benefit of the international community as
whole. This can be by creating suitable legal regimes, as
well as producing new legal entities as needed, to either
accommodate or aptly refuse new AI propositions. In the
intermediate phase, however, the international community
should take on a ‘global commons’ concept in regulating AI
technology. A shift to ‘res communis’ may just be a proper
threshold to move to the more articulated ‘legal personhood’
attributed to AI tools if ever, just as was primarily referred
to rivers, high seas, space and the Antarctica. This how-
ever should only mean that developing AI tools be tailored
towards the benefit of the common heritage of mankind,
and that an international responsibility should be akin to
already existing legal person that have a hand in develop-
ing such tools whether states or corporations within the
jurisdictional ambit of a State [38]. Whilst legal uncertainty
may evolve in relation to AI and specific concepts such
as ‘attribution’, ‘control’ and ‘responsibility’, fortunately, the
various international courts concluded sufficient precedent
for resolving such issues relying on the existing general
treaties and customary international law, and has plugged
the gaps and provides sufficient conceptual clarification

even for AI involvement [77]. However, some have even
explored the issue of granting ‘personhood’ to AI machinery
[39]. If indorsed, artificially intelligent person may much
conquer major markets [40].

Of course, in this respect, AI models may threat estab-
lished norms such as ‘state sovereignty’, ‘none interference’
‘illegalizing aggression’. Here, the international legal order
should remain untouched as cornerstone pillars. Extreme
hazardous conducts empowered by AI (such as enhanced
surveillance devices and autonomous lethal weapons) are
naturally resisted by most international actors and could
therefore explicitly banned (such as the 1968 Treaty on the
Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons) [78], or qualified in
a treaty regime (such as 1972 Treaty on the Limitation of
Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems) [79]. In principles, interna-
tional law seems to react well to address the gaps opened
up by new technologies in this respect.

Noteworthy here, technology independent decision-
making capability of specific autonomous weapon systems
in carrying out battel-field operations without human inter-
vention is problematic. IHL principles should be revisited
to account for this if using such lethal tools is suspected to
act discriminatory or disproportionally [80], bearing in mind
the definition adopted by International Committee for the
Red Cross for what constitutes an autonomous weapon sys-
tem [81]. Accordingly, although IHL legal principles provide
certain constraints and shapes States’ behaviors, a com-
prehensive reviewing IHL becomes necessary to determine
its applicability to accommodate technology advancement.

More problematic is when legal rules become dated and
in need for replacement or specific attention. For instance,
the very idea of human rights entwined to the International
Covenant on Economic and Cultural Rights [59] is to push
states to advance employment and humans’ skills. Using AI
outdoes this prime aspiration and shall have a reverse effect
on lengthy list of treaties prepared by the International Labor
Organization. More concretely, the international humanitar-
ian law norms are bulky concerned with human civilians and
soldiers’ rights and duties in a battlefield. Military decision
dependence on reliable automated data from satellite then
used by unsupervised AI tools for analysis is problematic
[82], rendering IHL principles primitive to deal with nonhu-
man behaviors. Accordingly, a shift towards adopting the
principle of ‘effect’ of armed conflicts on non-combatants,
incapable soldiers and civilians must be realized (for the
international law of armed conflicts (LOAC) see:[83]).

Accordingly, a swift reply to all should start with creating
an international institution as a vehicle international cooper-
ation. Once it is proven that a given problem is impossible
to tackle by States acting independently of each other, inter-
national cooperation towards establishing an international
institution becomes the most prevalent vehicle to do so. A
softer approach, though takes longer to articulate rules of
any forceful legality, is to have an NGO, rather than IGO, for
this particular purpose. Hence, a better model is to create
an IGO as a focal hub for debates on all AI related matters.
Once sufficient international support acquired, such insti-
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tution should be able to raise its regulatory capacity when
needed. Of course, heated debates are most likely to arise
over certain issues, but past experiences tell us that such
flexible approach pours into creating acceptable common
grounds necessary for drawing a future binding treaty tool
(see in this: [22]).

Of course, proposing to initiate IGOs for this particular
point demands discussing the its advantages and disad-
vantages to be convinced that that IGOs would solve part
of the presented problems knowing that establishing such
organizations is not an easy task. Admittedly, the needed
patching of the legal gaps is not easy to achieve, and per-
haps conceived as irrational even by powerful states who
become reluctant to fully comply, or engage, with any intro-
duced international law regime. No clearer example than
the refusal of major naval powers of the proposed creation
of the ‘Prize Court’ and the rejection to ratify the 1909 Dec-
laration concerning the Laws of Naval War (see: [84]). Even
if this Court was created, it would have soon prove to be
insufficient since the eventual introduction of submarines for
warfare uses made a drastic shift in the naval warfare, and
could have superseded many of the Court’s jurisdictional
basis[85,86].

Yet, talking on an IGO for a solution may alleviate much
of these obstacles. This multilateral approach bring na-
tional efforts towards AI uses to international level, and
helps creating transparency and builds confidence mea-
sures between States. For instance, in 2018 Canada be-
came supportive of developing key transparency in a Group
of Governmental Experts meeting [87] whereas back in
2013 its officials have not supported proposals to negoti-
ate a new international treaty [22]. If nothing, applying a
transparent code of conduct means that States indulge into

mutual dialogue, share information, and become committed
to comply with international law principles at least in respect
of risen responsible and peaceful use of AI.

The relationship between multilateralism in global policy
and the role of IGOs in this particular domain is vital for
a result-oriented effective multilateralism to the benefit of
global public interest (see: [88]). Multilateralism without
IGOs will be “fragile and unstable since IGOs help to antici-
pate, understand and respond to global policy challenges”
[88]. IGOs are instrumental in constructing global collec-
tive actions both at the global and the regional levels, and
influence their own members as well as engaging external
actors [89].

Resorting to the establishment of an IGO may be ex-
plained once a global public interest is proven for both
current and future generations. Multilateralism gains its
legitimacy if it generates solutions to global problems [90],
and its capacity to produce procedural qualities and norms
that assure a faithful adherence to certain principles, as well
as transparency of actions (see generally: [91]) in issues
stretch to maintaining international security, economy, the
environment, etc (see generally: [92]).

If no treaty concluded in the short term, international di-
alogue reflects many advantages in customary law building.
One irreplaceable advantage of customary international
legal norms in this (though a lengthy process to avoid catas-
trophic results) is its ability to mature effectively in deter-
mining states’ rights and duties in relation to the lawful use
of AI tools. In difference to the then existing treaties, cus-
tomary norm developed has a capacity to illustrate broader
patterns whereby technological developments continuously
challenge or bypass existing governance approaches, or
theoretical treaty regimes.
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